APPENDIX-E

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE RESOURCE PERSONS

1. Name (Optional)

2. Name of the Institution/College/University where you are/were employed:

3. What in your opinion should be the objective of Higher Education?
   (a) 
   (b) 
   (c) 
   (d) 

4. Do you think such objectives will be achieved through our present education system? (Please tick)
   To a great extent/ To some extent/ Not achievable

5. What in your opinion are the major constraints in the system of Higher Education in our country?
   (a) 
   (b) 
   (c) 
   (d) 

6. What remedies do you suggest?

7. Do you think that the teachers of Higher Education require training? Please convey your opinions.

8. Have you been in the faculty of any training/Orientation/Refresher course conducted by the Gauhati University Academic Staff College?
Yes/No

9. Did you find the Gauhati University Academic Staff College a complex and self contained organisation for imparting training? (Please tick) Much above expectation/Above expectation/As expected/Below expectation Much below expectation.

10. How would you rate the quality of the programmes?

Excellent / Much better / Better / Good / Not good.

11. Do you feel that the courses conducted by the Gauhati University Academic Staff College will contribute to the improvement of teaching abilities of the participants?

To a great extent / To some extent / To a very lesser extent.

12. How would rate the standard of the courses and curriculum?

Above expectation / As expected / Below expectation / Much below expectation.

13. Was the course of sufficient duration?

Too long / Sufficient / Too brief.

14. Do you think that the sessions were logically arranged?

Mostly / Some of them / Few of them.

15. Is the space adequate for academic purposes?

Yes / No

16. Do you think that the teaching and reference materials are sufficient to fulfilling the requirements of the participants?

Excellent / Much better / Better / Good / Not Good.

17. What is your opinion about the communication skills of the participants during such training?

Excellent / Much better / Good / Not good.

18. How lively was the participation?

Very lively / Lively / Dull
19. Have you ever tried to match the outcome of such courses with your expectation level.
If yes, how would you rate the effectiveness?
Much above expectation / Above expectation/ As expected/ Below expectation / Much below expectation.

20. How would you rate the involvement of Director in designing/conducting the course?
Highly involved / Moderately involved / Limited involvement / Casual involvement

21. How would rate the involvement of the Cours Coordinators in designing Conducting the course.
Highly involved / Moderately involved / Limited involvement / Casual involved

22. What is your opinion about the utility of such courses?
Extremely useful / Moderately useful /Not very useful / Not useful

23. Do you think training is helpful in organising seminars/workshops/debates etc? Give reasons

24. Please offer your suggestions for improving the course.